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The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes  

Adventure XV -- The Adventure of Silver Blaze 
 

Compilation of quizzes from the Diogenes Club and the Crew of the Barque Lone Star 
 
1.  How fast was the train going when Holmes left Reading?  

2.  Who owns Silver Blaze?  

3.  Who is the Scotland Yard Inspector on the case?  

4.  Who manages Capleton?  

5.  In what race is Silver Blaze heavily favored?  

6.  Who killed John Straker?  

7.  What kind of stick did Fitzroy Simpson carry?  

8.  What little town purportedly lies in the middle of Dartmoor?  

9.  An ivory handled knife was found in John Straker’s pockets.  What was it 
designed for?  

10.  What was the curious incident of the dog in the night time?  

11.  If you were traveling from London to Dartmoor by train, at which station 
would you arrive?  

12.  Name the other entries in the race won by Silver Blaze…  

13.  What is the full name of the person who invented the Pullman Car?  

14.  
Which one of the following was NOT one of the items found in John Straker’s 
pockets: box of vestas, tobacco pouch with tobacco, record of a bet on 
Desborough, few papers? 

 

15.  In addition to Silver Blaze how many horses were stabled at King’s Pyland?  

16.  ‘Nothing clears up a case so much as ___________ it to another person.’  

17.  Where is Silver Blaze finally discovered?  

18.  What was the name of the horse that was scratched from the Wessex Cup?  

19.  What animal on the farm does Holmes ask the stableboy about?  
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20.  What item does Holmes take back to London with him to follow up on his 
theory?  

21.  Which inspector was looking after the disappearance of Silver Blaze?  

22.  What evidence causes Simpson to be arrested?  

23.  What color was the cravat that was found in John Straker’s left hand?  

24.  The King’s Pyland stables were usually locked up at what time?  

25.  In addition to horse, what other animals are involved in the case?  

26.  When did Holmes learn of the missing horse?  

27.  Who was William Darbyshire?  

28.  Holmes used what to calculate the train’s speed?  

29.  Who had a dinner of curried mutton?  

30.  What was the “… apple of his eye?”  

31.  The “singular epidemic” was what?  

32.  Who owned square-toed boots?  

33.  How much did Straker spend at Madame Lesurie’s?  

34.  What were the colors of Colonel Ross’ stable?  

35.  Who’s horse ran third in the race?  

36.  What drug was used in the case?  

37.  Inspector Gregory lacked what quality?  
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Answers 

1.  How fast was the train going when Holmes left Reading? Fifty three and a half miles per 
hour 

2.  Who owns Silver Blaze? Colonel Ross 

3.  Who is the Scotland Yard Inspector on the case? Gregory 

4.  Who manages Capleton? Silas Brown 

5.  In what race is Silver Blaze heavily favored? Wessex Cup 

6.  Who killed John Straker? Silver Blaze 

7.  What kind of stick did Fitzroy Simpson carry? Penang lawyer 

8.  What little town purportedly lies in the middle of Dartmoor? Tavistock 

9.  An ivory handled knife was found in John Straker’s pockets.  What was it 
designed for? A cataract knife 

10.  What was the curious incident of the dog in the night time? The dog did nothing in the 
night time. 

11.  If you were traveling from London to Dartmoor by train, at which station 
would you arrive? Newton Abbott 

12.  Name the other entries in the race won by Silver Blaze… The Negro, Pugilist, 
Desborough, Iris, Rasper 

13.  What is the full name of the person who invented the Pullman Car? George Mortimer Pullman 

14.  
Which one of the following was NOT one of the items found in John Straker’s 
pockets: box of vestas, tobacco pouch with tobacco, record of a bet on 
Desborough, few papers? 

Record of a bet on 
Desborough 

15.  In addition to Silver Blaze how many horses were stabled at King’s Pyland? Three 

16.  ‘Nothing clears up a case so much as ___________ it to another person.’ Stating 

17.  Where is Silver Blaze finally discovered? Mapleton’s Stables 

18.  What was the name of the horse that was scratched from the Wessex Cup? Bayard 

19.  What animal on the farm does Holmes ask the stableboy about? The sheep 

20.  What item does Holmes take back to London with him to follow up on his 
theory? A photo of John Straker 

21.  Which inspector was looking after the disappearance of Silver Blaze? Gregory 

22.  What evidence causes Simpson to be arrested? His large bet and his clothing 
found with Straker 

23.  What color was the cravat that was found in John Straker’s left hand? Red and black 
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24.  The King’s Pyland stables were usually locked up at what time? 9:00 pm 

25.  In addition to horse, what other animals are involved in the case? Dog and sheep 

26.  When did Holmes learn of the missing horse? Tuesday 

27.  Who was William Darbyshire? John Straker 

28.  Holmes used what to calculate the train’s speed? Telegraph poles 

29.  Who had a dinner of curried mutton? Ned Hunter 

30.  What was the “… apple of his eye?” Silver Blaze 

31.  The “singular epidemic” was what? The lame sheep 

32.  Who owned square-toed boots? Silas Brown 

33.  How much did Straker spend at Madame Lesurie’s? Thirty-seven pounds, fifteen 

34.  What were the colors of Colonel Ross’ stable? Black and red 

35.  Who’s horse ran third in the race? Duke of Balmoral 

36.  What drug was used in the case? Opium 

37.  Inspector Gregory lacked what quality? Imagination 
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